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ABSTRACT 

The basic problems the current research effort (February 1, 1971-Jan
uary 31, 1972) investigated were (1) the development, implementation, and 
evaluation of algorithms to inprove recall levels in interactive, free-text 
retrieval using a modified version of IBM's Document Processing System (DPS), 
(2) the development of techniques for increasing the vocabulary capacity of 
DPS, and (3) unobtrusive statistical data gathering of system use, growth 
and aost through a previously developed computer program. A free-text docu
ment data base (DDB) of 46,828 bibliographic citations and abstracts from 
Psychological Abstracts was developed. Also, two interactively accessible 
'lata bases were developed and implemented to provide free-text vocabulary 
control and recall improvement directly to the user. No intermediaries were 
used in the retrieval process. These two algorithms were (1) a Vocabulary 
Data Base (VDB) containing the 106,702 unique free-text terms from the in
verted file of processed documents in the DDB, and (2) a Search Data Base 
i(SDB) containing previously submitted user search inquiries to the DDB. A 
tfco-nonth period of experimental use of the entire system with all three 
data bases by students, staff, and faculty of Syracuse University in fall 
1971 provided the required "real-life" field environment. A total of 2399 
3earoh inquiries were submitted via the 2741 terminals. The system operated 
under feoth the 360^50 and the 37§/l55 operati^ ̂  The capacity of 
the DPS vcfcabulary was increased by the development and successful implemen
tation of aomputer programs that revised the DPS coding structure of the 
vocabulary file. The newly developed structure changing the 16-bit coding 
to 32-bit coding resulted in increasing the vocabulary capacity from the 
farmer single-file limit of 65,534 to over 4 billion terms. An extensive 
user-oriented public relations/publicity, instruction and education package 
was developed and implemented. This user enphasis resulted in a significant
ly greater number of registrants and actual users in the system, which did 
not use search intermediaries, than during a similar fall 1970 period. Re
sults of a controlled cx>st-performance (recall) study indicated that use of 
the VDB or the SDB yielded better cost-performance levels, especially at 
higher recall percentages, than by use of the DDB alone. These results are 
the initial findings, and would require additional testing to substantiate 
their validity. Other evaluative techniques included a Semantic Differential 
attitude scale for interactive retrieval systems, a structured telephone 
interview of users, and a special number users could call for help in de
veloping search inquiries. The STKTPAC program for unobtrusively monitoring 
£nd retrieving data on system use, growth, and aost was modified and success
fully used to provide evaluative data. General conclusions are that inter
active, free-text rosfc-performanae (recall) levels can be inproved by direct 
user control of algorithms providing vocabulary control. Real-life applica
tion of these algorithms suggests that the recall iinprovement available 
throu^i controlled vocabulary or indexing systems might be obtained as readi
ly by the free-text searcher who is provided with techniques such as those 
iKplonented in this research effort. 

• • * 
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EVALUATION 

The objective of this study was to develop, implement 
and evaluate methods for increasing vocabulary f i l e space and 
improving the re t r i eva l effectiveness of a f ree - tex t indexed 
on- l ine document re t r ieva l system at Syracuse Univers i ty . The 
system f i r s t operated on an IBM 360/50 computer and recently 
on a 370/155 computer. The document data base consisted of 
46,828 bibl iographic c i ta t ions and/or abstracts from 
Physchological Abstracts. Vocabulary storage space was 
increased by developing computer programs to convert the 
half-word ( 1 6 - b i t ) coding scheme as defined by the IBM/DPS 
program to f u l l word (32 b i t ) coding* Methods of improving 
r e t r i e v a l effectiveness include a vocabulary data base and 
a search data base as on- l ine searching a ids. Results are 
reported in terms of nine levels of Recall (the portion of 
relevant documents r e t r i e v e d ) * to ta l r e t r i eva l (the number of 
documents retr ieved to achieve a speci f ic Recall l e v e l ) , and 
Cost-performance (the cost incurred to achieve a speci f ic 
Recall l e v e l ) . A v * 

There are several s ign i f icant conclusions derived from 
the results of this e f f o r t : 

1 . The conversion from 16 b i t to 32 b i t coding has 
increased the l i m i t on a single vocabulary f i l e size from 
approximately 65,000 words to over 4 b i l l i o n words. Without 
this c a p a b i l i t y , upon reaching the 65,000 word l i m i t a new 
vocabulary would have to be defined and then created by the 
f r e e - t e x t indexing program resul t ing in i n e f f i c i e n t use of 
core due to redundant information between f i l e s and longer search 
cycles. 

2. The use of the vocabulary data base as a searching 
aid results in better cost performance than using the other data 
bases,* Since the vocabulary data base is a portion of the 
inverted f i l e developed from the or iginal processing of documents, 
i t is r e l a t i v e l y inexpensive to add to the system and reduces 
cost performance by decreasing the need to search the more expensive 
document data base. 

3. S t a t i s t i c a l l y s ign i f i cant differences in tota l 
r e t r i eva l at a l l levels except the 10% level of Recall re f lected 
var iat ions in e f f i c i e n t use of the system by search experts. Each 
expert was equally knowledgable in the subject area, equally 
trained in the use of f r e e - t e x t r e t r i e v a l , and used the same 
Information requirement statements to formulate his searches. 

v Preceding page blank 



However, each chose a different search strategy in the hopes 
of minimizing total retrieval. This finding indicates that 
it is difficult for system experts to find or establish efficient 
search methods. Since most users may be knowledgeable in their 
fields but not necessarily experts in the use of on-line 
retrieval, attempts by novice users to formulate efficient search 
strategies may be difficult to achieve. 

4. Total document retrieval is very high at all 
levels of Recall. Although use of the vocabulary data base 
or the search data base does reduce total retrieval considerably 
from that achieved by using the document data base* too much 
time and effort would be required of the user to scan for relevant 
documents. 

As a result of this study future research can be directed 
toward establishing better search methods to reduce total 
retrieval, continue work on the Recall improving algorithms 
to insure total retrieval improvement does not negate their effect 
on system effectiveness, and identify differences in the 
experts methods of searching to determine the impact on the 
general population of users and make adjustments accordingly. 

NICHOLAS M. DIFONDI 
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USAGE OF TERMS 

Because the definitions of terms used in the information technology 
field are not completely standardized nor consistent the terms in this re
port are e^lained below. An effort has been made, where possible, to 
follow the most consistently used and reasonable meaning to convey a con
cept. Where specialized or nore specific usages of these terms are enployed 
in specific sections of this report, an explanation will be given by the 
section author. 

(a) Delta: The character (upshift "H") on the 2741 keyboard that is 
used in SUPARS/DPS user interaction to access the document data 
base and initiate a search inquiry. 

(b) Delta S: The character "delta" and the letter "S" ( S) which are 
used in SUPARS/bPS user interaction to access the search data 
base and initiate a search inquiry. 

(c) Delta V; ihe character "delta" and the letter 'V" ( V) which are 
used in SUPARS/DPS user interaction to acaess the vocabulary data 
base and initiate a search inquiry. 

(d) Dictionary; The internally stored list of unique free-text terms 
processed by DPS and the document frequency count for each work. 
The DPS dictionary forms one part of the inverted file. 

(e) pocunent: In this study, the term "document" stands for the bib
liographic citation and abstract that are used as a surrogate of 
the original journal, article, proceeding, book, etc. 

(f) Document Data Base (DDB): Consists of SUPARS/DPS processed docur 
irents of Psychological Abstracts which are interactively accessible 
on-line by users- The DDB is one of three data bases available 
to the SUPARS/t>PS user (others are vocabulary data base and search 
data base). 

(g) Document Processing System (DPS): The IEM free-text, batch mode 
programs that convert machine readable textual data into search
able and retrievable data sets organized in inverted file struc
ture. 

(h) Free-Text; Specifically refers in this study to the Document 
Processing System. The general reference is to an organized sys
tem alleging the indexing and retrieval of documents or their 
surrogates by any of the terms used in a defined text, rather 
than terms detived by a controlled set of terms* 

(i) Information Requirement Statement (IRS); The verbal or written 
statement of an individual's interest area as generally related 
to documents or their surrogates. The IRS is the publically veri-
fyable indication of the internally held construct, "information 
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(j) Label (labelled line): Ttje portion of a search inquiry, such as 
IA, 12, etc. that identifies and stands for the search words and 
operators used to act on those wards; a label can be used itself in 
an irquiry as a search ward. 

(k) Operator; The user language accepts as input one or more keywords 
which represent the IRS of the searcher. Keywords nay be com
bined with Boolean operators (AND, OR, NOT) or grammatical opera
tors (those which specify the desired proximity of keywords with
in a sentence or those which specify the root of a word). 

(1) Search: The search inquiry, the user/computer interaction, and 
the printed output, if any. The beginning of a new search in
quiry marks the end of a search. 

(m) Search Data Base (SDB): Consists of the previously stored and 
prooessecFsearch inquiries made to SUPARS/DPS. The SDB is one of 
three data bases available to the user and was newly developed 
during the current research. (Others are the document data base 
and the vocabulary data base.) 

(n) Search Inquiry: The user arrangement of words, word combinations 
and logical operators in A form acceptable as input for machine 
.processing. A SUPARS/DPS search inquiry would consist of the 

free-text terms combined with Boolean and other logical operators, 
the request for output, and an "end" statement. Examples of search 
inquiries are given in Section II. 

(o) Search Word: Free-text word(s) or term(s) used as part of a search 
inquiry. A KEYWORD is a synonym for a search word. 

(p) STATPAC: The Statistical Package used in con junction with SUPARS/ 
DPS to unobtrusively collect, store and retrieve the elements of 
user interaction and other system parameters such as time, ter
minal number, cost, etc. STATPAC includes a highly flexible re
trieval system in itself which allcws the operator to specify and 
retrieve various ccnbinations of data reflecting user interaction 
or system performance. In addition to standard summaries printed 
periodically, the operator oould request, for exanple, a listing 
of the oonputer time used for all searches of the document data 
base by one-time users after a oertain calendar date. 

(q) SUPARS/bPS: Syracuse University Psychological Abstracts Retrieval 
Serviae/Document Processing System. The modified DPS program de
veloped at Syracuse University which allows on-line, interactive 
searching of free-text data. SUPARS/DPS I refers to the research 
work aoixlucted from July 1969 to January 1971. SUPARS/bPS II 
refers to the work oonducted from February 1971-January 1972. 

(r) Voccibulary: The on-line, interactively accessible dictionary that 
is stored by DPS. The term "vocabulary" rather than "dictionary" 
is used to connote the words and terms accessible to the user 
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that can be used as free-text index tents. 

(s) Vocabulary Data Base (VDB): Consists of the on-line, interactively 
accessible DPS dictionary of free text terms. The VDB is one 
of three data bases available to the user and was newly developed 
during the current research. (Others are document data base and 
search data base) • 
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